
Benefits at a glance

✓	 Provide patient access: validate and  
 prioritise your waiting lists and remove  
 those who no longer need care

✓	 Regulate flow by clinical specialty:  
 match the volume of patients contacted  
 by specialty  

✓	 Easy and secure for patients: >70% of  
 patients quickly respond to an SMS  
 invitation and securely log into Patient Hub

✓	 Digital by default: patients all receive  
 SMS or email which is followed with  
 letter delivery if there is no response

✓	 Meets DTAC requirements: the design of  
 this module is based on the input of  
 Netcall NHS customers for legislation and  
 good practice.
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Patient Hub Waiting List
Reduce, validate and prioritise your patient appointments 
and take back control of your waiting list.
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How big is your waiting 
list backlog?
A critical and ongoing burden
The ongoing pandemic pressures continue 
to add to the burden of NHS waiting lists. The 
challenge of tackling thousands of patients 
trapped on a waiting lists has reached a critical 
level. 

Yet, before any patient can be offered any 
available appointment, the hospital must 
establish if they still need their referral. It gets 
more complex when a patient is not able to 
accept an offered appointment, due to a current 
health status.

Overwhelming workload
The sheer volume of patient calls that need to 
be made by staff feels overwhelming. The NHS is 
rightly concerned at staff fatigue and wish to avoid 
any additional work load.

Posting letters is not the answer. The post is slow 
and unreliable; you have no confirmation of receipt 
and responses cause a peak of inbound calls.

Keeping track of the big picture is hard work with 
manual records. They can be inaccurate and seldom 
are able to deliver output in real-time.

Digital can help
Typically, more than 70% of patients contacted, will 
respond to a digital outreach. Patient Hub Waiting 
List is an automated solution that can quickly 
survey patients. You tailor the questions to validate 
whether they still require the appointment now, at 
some future date, or not at all.
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How it works
The Waiting List module within Patient Hub contacts 
patients to determine if they still require the 
appointment. It then reports their responses to the 
Hospital’s admin staff. 

If an appointment is still required by the patient, then the 
patient remains on the waiting list until the request can 
be converted into an appointment.

It qualifies whether the patient’s health status means 
that they cannot accept a current appointment. 

If the appointment is no longer required, then the 
patient is removed from the waiting list.

Waiting lists are regularly checked and remain updated. 
All actions are monitored and managed by the relevant 
Specialty’s admin team. There is an easy to use admin 
user interface.

Admin staff have the ability to define response 
categories and the associated responses, which will 
be displayed to patients as options they can select.

Patients’ responses are mapped to categories to report 
the patient’s plans, i.e. ‘Delay the appointment’; ‘Proceed 
with the appointment’; ‘Discharge or cancel the referral’; 
or ‘Request a call back’ from the hospital.

The patient user interface is available on any device. 
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The admin staff are able to view patients’ responses and work 
from a list to complete the patients request. Where call backs 
are required, these tasks will be delivered into the relevant 
Specialty’s admin team in real-time.

A manual call list is also maintained if staff are unavailable to 
speak to patients in real time. All actions are reported for easy 
monitoring, preventing patients from being missed.

Real-time reporting
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Instant visibility

The booking centre gains reports in real-time of any worklist or 
task to be actioned. As appropriate, you can allow the patient 
immediate phone connection with a Specialty administrator to 
negotiate a suitable appointment date. 

Helping to meet targets 

The Referral to Treatment (RTT) target for most treatment is 
considered 18 weeks. Validating patients’ needs periodically 
can improve efficiency by reducing the waiting list, highlighting 
any urgent care requirements and helping you to avoid breach 
of RTT targets.

Features at a glance 

✓	 Data control: upload waiting list data by specialty and   
 appointment type.

✓	 Ease and choice of integration: use CSV, HL7 or API   
 integration for rapid onboarding. 

✓	 Customisable survey fields: survey fields provide a range   
 of options that can be tailored to the hospital needs.

✓	 Real-time data feedback: provide insight and planning   
 capability to each relevant specialty admin via CSV or API.

Admin

✓	 Easy to use interface

✓	 Customisable response options

✓	 Patient responses are mapped  
 to categories instantly

✓	 Real-time reporting

✓	 Audit of any changes

Take a deeper dive

Contact us today for a demo visit
netcall.com/demo/

Or email us hello@netcall.com
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